READING NOTES

DYSCHRONIA

n. disordered time;

impaired ability to interpret temporal order, or to distinguish between past,
present and future, and cause and effect;
a dissociative state in which the sense of time is confused, or ceases

BLURB
‘A writer of extraordinary range and imagination’
Cate Kennedy
An electrifying novel about an oracle. A small town. And the end of the
world as we know it...
One morning, the residents of a small coastal town somewhere in Australia
wake to discover the sea has disappeared. One among them has been plagued
by troubling visions of this cataclysm for years. Is she a prophet? Does she
have a disorder that skews her perception of time? Or is she a gifted and
compulsive liar?
Oscillating between the future and the past, Dyschronia is a novel that tantalises
and dazzles, as one woman’s prescient nightmares become entangled with her
town’s uncertain fate. Blazing with questions of consciousness, trust, and
destiny, this is a wildly imaginative and extraordinary novel from awardwinning author Jennifer Mills.

THE AUTHOR
Jennifer Mills is the author of the novels Gone (UQP, 2011) and The Diamond
Anchor (UQP, 2009) and a collection of short stories, The Rest is Weight (UQP,
2012). In 2012 Mills was named a Sydney Morning Herald Best Young
Australian Novelist and in 2014 she received the Barbara Hanrahan
Fellowship from the Adelaide Festival Awards for Literature. She is currently
the fiction editor at Overland. Mills lives in South Australia.

PLOT SUMMARY
Sam lives alone in a small, quasi-deserted town on the southern coast of
Australia. She awakes one night to find her estranged mother, Ivy, breaking
into the home that she abandoned her daughter in eight years ago. From here
we dive into their history, and the mystery of what happened to them and to
Clapstone.
We are introduced to Sam as a child, suffering debilitating migraines and
strange hallucinations while her mother struggles to support her as a single
parent. Sam’s visions often appear to be prophetic, unnerving her mother
who desperately searches for a logical, medical explanation. We also meet the
townsfolk – a Greek chorus that provides both further context for the story
and a sense of ominous foreboding. They serve to remind us that the town’s
fate is inescapable, whether or not it can be predicted.
Ivy begins a companionship with a man named Ed who soon moves in (later
joined by his teenage son) and takes a strong interest in Sam’s health and
her visions. But why is he here? What are his intentions? Meanwhile, strange
things are happening around the town, and no-one is sure of how these
events relate to Sam or her condition.
As sea-life washes ashore and the ocean retreats, the town itself dries up and
becomes a shell of its former self. What does the future hold for Clapstone?
Has its fate already been decided? Or can Sam change its destiny?

THEMES
THE NATURE OF TIME AND MEMORY
‘Time goes funny for me…’ (p36) Sam experiences time differently to most
people. As a child, Ivy thinks she’s just being silly or getting her words
muddled up. Then she starts to worry about Sam’s health – both mental and
physical. But to Sam, time is neither linear nor singular. The structure of
the novel reflects this.
•

•

‘There’s only the one now, my love. But I know what you mean. 		
Everybody gets it… It’s called déjà vu. It feels like magic but it’s just the
brain playing tricks.’ (p25) How closely do you think the experience of
déjà vu is to how Sam experiences time? Do you feel déjà vu serves 		
a purpose, or has meaning?
‘All things spread together now, they liquify. Time has a volume which
cannot be contained.’ (p118) Time is described in distinctively vivid
terms throughout Dyschronia. Select your favourite excerpts from the
book and discuss.

•

The concept of time has long been a popular subject for exploration in
sci-fi and fantasy stories. How and where does Dyschronia fit within 		
these genres? What are some of your favourite books, T V shows or 		
films that explore this concept? And what are some of the more 		
interesting theories you’ve encountered?

FATE VS. COINCIDENCE
The inevitability of fate and the randomness of coincidence perform a
constant tug of war throughout Dyschronia. There is a sense of inevitability
permeating the story, and reflected in the novel’s very structure. However,
the unpredictable and almost arbitrary nature of evolution and adaptation
also features as a major theme of the book.
•

Do you believe that fate and coincidence are binary concepts? E.g. if
the world is governed by fate, does that mean coincidence is 			
impossible? Or can these ideas co-exist?

•

Compare this line on page 179: ‘This was the world she was going to
inherit. There was no other future.’ with the following on 			
page 218: ‘This wasn’t fate at all. It had to be a warning.’ Does a belief
in fate naturally lead to complacency? To resignation and passivity?
To an unwillingness to accept accountability? What might a belief in
inevitability do to our ability to deal with climate change?

•

‘The idea of fate seemed so outdated, a comfort belonging to another
time, like putting the earth at the centre of the universe, and saying
people were chosen by God or whoever to lord it over nature.’ (p242)
In what ways does a belief in fate resemble religious faith? Does
agnosticism or atheism, or a belief in evolution or scientific 			
method, preclude a belief in fate?

MENTAL AND PHYSICAL HEALTH
Sam suffers physically and mentally throughout the book, which
detrimentally affects her childhood development and acceptance by both
her mother and her community. Sam’s migraines and her visions are viewed
as psychosomatic, in a simultaneously dismissive and alarmed fashion. The
exploration of these issues provides insight into how mental and physical
health are both understood and treated by our society.
•

‘She wondered, with a treasonous pang, whether her daughter was 		
depressed, or maybe a bit on the spectrum.’ (p26) How does Ivy’s 		
‘pang’ reflect the stigma of mental health issues? Would she feel 		
such a pang if she were worried for Sam’s physical wellbeing?

•

‘“It hurts,” said Sam, her voice from under water. “It’s like I’m 		
splitting.”’ (p48) The way Sam experiences time gives her an 			
adverse, and often painful, reaction. How do you interpret 			
Sam’s physical suffering? Is it psychological? Does she get the
headaches as a result of the way ‘time goes funny’ for her, or do the 		
headaches cause her experience of time to warp and overlap?

•

‘There were appointments with neurologists and interviews with 		
psychiatrists and sessions with sharp-eyed child psychologists. 		
The letters said psychopathology and atypical indicators and
inconsistent, possibly pre-schizoid delusions. They were making 		

up new ways to say they didn’t know, but at least they were interested.’
(p63) What do you infer about mental health practitioners and 		
diagnoses from this extract?
•

‘It was all in her head.’ (p77) Is there comfort in this thought? Are 		
experiences or suffering inconsequential if they occur solely in your
head? Are they any less real?

ENVIRONMENTALISM AND SUSTAINABILITY
Jennifer Mills first began writing Dyschronia as a response to global inaction
on climate change. In recent years, climate fiction – popularly abbreviated
to ‘cli-fi’ – has emerged as a sort of sister-genre to sci-fi. Dyschronia is not a
single-issue novel in this way, however it is heavily influenced by the subjects
of environmentalism and sustainability, and does aim to make the reader
reflect on them in a meaningful way.
•

‘And one day Roger shows us an article in a Sunday city paper, in the
glossy magazine that arrives in his mailbox wrapped in what claims 		
to be biodegradable plastic wrap.’ (p134) The three key words in this
sentence are ‘claims to be’. There are a number of incidental lines like
this throughout the novel, offering understated critique of our 		
ignorance, harmful habits and consumption. What are some 			
examples of this casually destructive behaviour that you see in the 		
real world?

•

‘Renewables would take over, eventually… A place like Clapstone 		
couldn’t last forever.’ (p77) Whenever progress is made, something 		
is lost. For example, when large polluting factories suddenly close 		
down, people can lose jobs and the economy can be negatively 		
impacted. Is this always what happens? How could this trajectory be
changed?

CHARACTERS
SAM
Sam, short for Samandra, is the protagonist of the novel. We meet her as a
young woman, fiercely independent, coming to terms with the pain she must
live with. We soon see that, for a number of reasons, Sam has had a difficult
upbringing. In particular, we learn that Sam has suffered debilitating
migraines from a young age. These migraines were coupled with visions or
hallucinations that caused her confusion and distress. She has had no father
figure (until perhaps briefly when Ed appears) nor any supportive extended
family. It has always just been Sam and her troubled mother, Ivy. She is also
aware that she looks quite different from other children, and even from her
own mother, which further adds to her isolation.
•

‘The other kids’ questions were confusing. They asked her where she
was from, as if she hadn’t been born right there in Hummock hospital,
same as them.’ (p22) From a young age, Sam is made to feel like an 		
outsider due to her appearance. How do you think this affects 		
her? Later, her health issues compound this feeling of isolation. 		
What does Dyschronia have to say about growing up as a minority in 		
contemporary society?

IV Y
Ivy is the sole parent of Sam. She struggles with the responsibility not only
of raising Sam alone, but trying to solve the problem of Sam’s headaches. At
first, she is dismissive of Sam’s comments about time and her visions.
•

‘“Just be proud of who you are. Hold your head up.” She tilted her 		
daughter’s chin with a strong-boned hand to examine her. “And try to
stay out of the sun.”’ (p22) The two pieces of advice offered to 		
Sam here are somewhat at odds. What does this tell you about Ivy? 		
What is responsible for this apparent dissonance? Is it internalised 		
racism, or fear for her daughter’s wellbeing, or a combination of the
two?

•

The Ivy we meet at the start of the book is almost unrecognisable 		
when compared to the Ivy of the past. When Sam was a child, Ivy 		
seemed to strive for normalcy and stability. By the start of the book 		
(‘Time goes funny…’), Ivy is untethered and quite unstable. Discuss
the evolution of her character, and of her relationship with Sam. Is
there more than one kind of abandonment in Dyschronia?

ED
Ed is the most mysterious character of the book. From the start, the reader
is invited to be sceptical of him. He is utterly charming, but seems overly
invested in Sam’s visions. He moves in with Ivy, and in time his ‘son’ Ned
joins them. But there is something unsettling about their relationship too.
Eventually we learn that Ned is an actor; it seems that Ed has been a conman
all along.
•

‘“But she’s not sick,” Ed said. “She’s extraordinary. I mean, imagine
it. A gift like this. She could go anywhere, be capable of anything.”’
(p141) Why do you think Ed believes in Sam’s premonitions so quickly,
and so fervently? Is he being genuine, or just taking a calculated risk?

•

Soon after meeting Ed, Sam has visions about him: ‘They were already
driving through the wet streets, laughing. But before that, there was
a mess of conversations to be had, a mess of disbelief.’ (p121) How do
you think this affects her behaviour towards Ed? She is aware that he is
lying about the delays that are keeping him at their home (‘recognising
this deceit had made her feel sophisticated’), but she embraces him 		
anyway... Is she perhaps more accepting of him, more willing to 		
overlook any red flags, because she believes he is supposed to be 		
in their future?

THE TOWNSPEOPLE
The townspeople make up the Greek chorus, providing commentary
throughout the book. Though they all have their own names, and we get to
know small morsels of information about each of them as the story develops,
we don’t get to know any of them intimately. This is no accident. Together,
they are so much more than the sum of their parts. They represent humanity
and community, and provide insight and context over the course of the book.

•

‘So I get that it’s a theme park. But what’s the theme?’ (p208) ‘It was
never just a theme park. It was a promise, and a hope. An act of faith.’
(p265) The theme park seemed doomed from the beginning. The 		
ornate gate, the Ferris wheel, the eerie ‘Big Thing’… the residents of
Clapstone had such grand plans that success seemed profoundly 		
unlikely. Do you think the townspeople were foolish, even pathetic?
Or do you perhaps admire their commitment, their faith? Is there 		
beauty in their failure?

SETTING
Clapstone is a fictional town, set somewhere on the coast of South Australia.
To set the scene, the author ‘borrowed some of the qualities of the landscape
and industry’ from the Upper Spencer Gulf region in South Australia,
which she also notes has since experienced great success with renewable
energy. Clapstone and its shoreline are integral to this story. The ruination
of the town – physically, economically and socially – speaks to some of
the prevailing themes of the book. Clapstone becomes a sort of dystopian
environment with a haunted atmosphere. The town serves as a cautionary
tale, with the dilapidated giant Cuttlefish attraction, the abandoned theme
park, and the deserted Aspco silos all serving as symbols of the town’s
decline.
•

‘From Clapstone, the silos looked like punctuation marks at the end
of the row of pink hills that separated us from Hummock, 			
the big town on the highway sixty kilometres north.’ (p29) The silos
are an important motif throughout the book. They are the 			
site of Sam’s most disturbing visions – ‘People are falling…A whole line
of them’ (p69) – and their abandonment plays a large part in the 		
economic and social decline of the town. Discuss what the silos 		
represent in a wider societal context.

•

‘A town is like a child, see: you might have dreams for it but it makes its
own way, out of spite sometimes, and always out of your hands.’ 		
(p32) Do you feel this way about the town or city where you live? Or
any of the places in which you’ve lived previously? In what other ways
might a town be like a child?

WRITING STYLE AND PROCESS
As Jennifer Mills describes, the non-linear structure of the novel was not
necessarily planned. ‘Form always follows function for me – I have to figure
out what the story is about before I know what shape it will take.’ The unique
structure, which shifts seamlessly back and forth through time, emerged as
the necessary framework through which the story needed to be told. The same
could be said for the chorus of Clapstone townspeople. As the author delved
into the themes of the book, particularly the ideas of fate and inevitability,
she found herself drawn back in time to the Greek tragedy. As a result, the
narrative voice shifts from third-person limited-omniscient to first-person
plural for the choral chapters. Even the term used for the title, Dyschronia, had
to be invented; it describes the book as much as its protagonist.
Dyschronia is more bazaar than cathedral. Its structure challenges the
contemporary novel’s default mode of linear storytelling. To use the author’s
own words, ‘the book is as much a demolition project as a construction
project’.
•

In many novels, a shift in perspective would be signposted for the 		
reader via a chapter title or sub-heading, or through a change in the
typeface or layout. Dyschronia does not provide these cues, favouring a
more subtle and fluid approach. How did this affect your experience of
the story?

•

‘How do we see what we can’t imagine?’ (p12) Jennifer Mills’ writing –
described in one review as ‘clear, well-crafted prose’ – is 			
deeply evocative, yet non-prescriptive. It champions understatement
and ambiguity, allowing the reader’s imagination to take an active 		
role in the storytelling. Select a passage that spoke to you and discuss
your interpretation.

•

‘We had other dreams for Clapstone. It wasn’t supposed to turn out the
way it has.’ (p27) How has the tradition of the Greek tragedy 			
influenced the tone of the chorus? Is it mournful, nostalgic? Is it 		
cautionary? Moralising?

•

‘This is how the loop will close.’ How do you interpret the significance
of the final scene? And what do you make of the author’s choice to 		
number the final chapter: 1?

